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CAST OF CHARACTERS
ARTIE (Arthur Hopkins, Jr.), 38. Investment banker. Husband
of Virginia, son of Arthur and Muriel, nephew of Gloria, father
of Mary and Anthony, ex-husband of Sharon.
VIRGINIA, 32. Socialite (don't call her Ginny). Third wife of
Artie.
ANTHONY, 11. Son of Artie and Sharon, grandson of Arthur
and Muriel, great-nephew of Gloria, nephew of Nancy, Mark
and Amy, brother of Mary.
MARY, 13. Daughter of Artie and Sharon, granddaughter of
Arthur and Muriel, great-niece of Gloria, niece of Nancy, Mark
and Amy, sister of Anthony.
ARTHUR (Arthur Hopkins, Sr.), 68. Greeting card writer.
Husband of Muriel, father of Artie, Nancy, Mark and Amy,
grandfather of Mary and Anthony.
GLORIA, 72. Spinster. Sister of Muriel, aunt of Artie, Nancy,
Mark and Amy, great-aunt of Mary and Anthony.
MURIEL, 67. Wife of Arthur, sister of Gloria, mother of Artie,
Nancy, Mark and Amy, grandmother of Mary and Anthony.
COLLETTE, 23. Maid to the Hopkins family.
AMY, 24. Fashion model. Daughter of Arthur and Muriel,
niece of Gloria, sister of Artie, Nancy and Mark, aunt of Mary
and Anthony.
NANCY, 30. English professor. Wife of Harry, daughter of
Arthur and Muriel, niece of Gloria, sister of Artie, Mark and
Amy, aunt of Mary and Anthony.
HARRY, 49. Bank manager. Husband of Nancy.
MARK, 26. Graduate student. Friend of Betsy, son of Arthur
and Muriel, nephew of Gloria, brother of Artie, Nancy and
Amy, uncle of Mary and Anthony.

BETSY, 21. College student. Friend of Mark.
*OFFICER ONE, a police officer.
*OFFICER TWO, a police officer.
*SHARON, 35, mother of Mary and Anthony, first (now ex-)
wife of Artie.
(*NOTE: The last three characters make only very brief
appearances at the end. They can easily be doubled by the actors
playing characters who are dead by then—or they can be played
by members of the stage crew.)
SETTING
The entire play takes place in the central living room space of
a very, very large, artificially rustic mountain cabin. Exits lead
to the kitchen (and back exit beyond), to the front hallway
(and front exit beyond), and to the bedrooms, etc. The
bedrooms might be upstairs—ideally, there might even be a
balcony overlooking the living room, as in a traditional ski
lodge. Depends on your budget and your taste. What's
important is that folks can disappear in the direction of the
bedrooms, in the direction of the kitchen, or in the direction of
the front door, and that it be clear in which direction they're
heading. If you can afford them, the living room could have
windows and a fireplace, and if you really want to pull out all
the stops, the windows could be lighted or not to indicate time
of day. There should be various forms of seating—couches,
easy chairs, a rocker, etc.—scattered about the room in
locations that make for strong composition when a large
group occupies the space.
ACTING NOTE
Though set in America and in the present day, this play is

intended both as an example of and as an affectionate spoof of
the old-fashioned English drawing-room mystery, in which
the characters maintain their aplomb, for the most part, even
as the body count rises. It will work better if the characters are
unaware of the ridiculousness of their reactions. While it is
perfectly fine for the characters to display sadness over the
loss of loved ones and fear for their own safety, they must go
on doggedly trying to solve the mystery even if the actors
believe that they themselves would be prostrate with grief or
fear in similar circumstances. This is especially true of the
actors playing Mary and Anthony.
STYLE NOTE
Again, because this play is meant to be both an example of and
a spoof of old-time murder mysteries, the director has wide
latitude in style. It will work played perfectly straight, but if
you want to add melodramatic touches like musical stingers
after "significant" lines, etc., that will work too.
CASTING NOTE
While written as a boy, the role of Anthony may be played
instead as a girl named Annie if desired. Simply change the
name and any relevant pronouns. Similarly, the small roles of
Officer One and Officer Two may be male or female.
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(Late afternoon. Lights up on the empty living room. Enter
ARTIE, 38, a stuffy investment banker; VIRGINIA, 32, his
socialite wife; and their two children, ANTHONY, 11 and
MARY, 13; from the front hallway, in their winter outdoor
things. They drag suitcases and skis.)

ARTIE: Well, we made it.
VIRGINIA: Finally. Honestly, I don't understand why we
have to come on these family outings anyway. Your family is
impossible.
ARTIE: Now, dear. We've been over this.
ANTHONY: Dibs on the top bedroom!
(Anthony races through and out of the room [or up the stairs if
there are any] towards the bedrooms, pursued by Mary.)
MARY: No way! It's mine!
VIRGINIA: Well, they are! Especially that crazy old man.
ARTIE: That crazy old man is my father, Virginia. He also
happens to be the source of the money that buys your designer
snowsuits, my dear.
VIRGINIA: Well, but does he have to dress that way? And act
that way? I don't know when I was more embarrassed than at
that restaurant today. Talking poetry to that waitress!
ARTIE: Well, that's the way he always talks. Comes from
making his fortune writing greeting cards, I guess. Eccentric
geniuses are like that, dear. But if you want to inherit any of
that lovely money of his, you'd better get used to being nice to
him anyway.
VIRGINIA: Yes, I know, so you're always saying. It's bad
enough I have to put up with those two delinquent kids of
yours.
ARTIE: Mary and Anthony are far from delinquent and you
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know it. You might at least try to be a mother to them.
VIRGINIA: But I'm not their mother, as Mary is constantly
reminding me.
ARTIE: Never mind. She'll come around. Thirteen is a difficult
age under any circumstances.
VIRGINIA: Thank goodness they live with their mother most
of the time!
ARTIE: Let's get our bags upstairs and start unpacking.
(They exit to the bedrooms. After a moment, enter ARTHUR,
68, the patriarch, who speaks in verse; his wife MURIEL, 67; her
crabby unmarried sister GLORIA, 72 and COLLETTE, 23, their
French maid; from the front hallway, in their winter outdoor
things and carrying luggage. Collette is struggling with the
biggest load.)
ARTHUR: (Rubbing his hands together in the cold:) So cold
outside. But now I feel revived.
I wonder if our children have arrived.
GLORIA: (Sniffing:) Judging from the snowy footprints, I'd
say they have. And judging from the number and size of the
footprints, and the fact that very little attempt seems to have
been made to leave the snow on the mat, I'd guess it's my
nephew Arthur, Jr. and his two hellions.
MURIEL: Now, dear, do be nice. Anthony and Mary are
lovely children.
GLORIA: There's no such thing as lovely children. I'll be in
my room, lying down. Collette, you French baggage, bring my
bags.
(She stalks off toward the bedrooms, followed by Collette, heavily
laden with bags. Arthur watches them go.)
ARTHUR: That lovely speech inspires me to say:
© Matt Buchanan
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Your sister Gloria's in fine form today.
MURIEL: Oh, be nice.
ARTHUR: The love I bear for you, my dearest wife,
Constrains me to allow her in my life.
But no two sisters are more different.
You know I mean that as a compliment.
MURIEL: (Giggling:) I know you do. You know, sometimes I
think it's a mistake inviting her to our family get-togethers.
ARTHUR: It's no good not inviting that one, love.
She'd come along despite us, push or shove.
MURIEL: I suppose so. Arthur, do you think she'd be any
different if she'd married?
ARTHUR: Perhaps if she'd known love like you and me,
She'd be as nice as anyone could be.
But then, it might be just because she's not
That Gloria has never tied the knot.
And marriage doesn't work for everyone.
It hasn't done much for our eldest son.
MURIEL: Oh, I don't know. Sharon gave Artie two wonderful
kids—whatever my sister thinks of them.
ARTHUR: Oh, Sharon is just lovely, true enough.
Too bad she wouldn't stand for all the stuff
That our son Arthur Jr. put her through.
She left him standing, as they mostly do.
This new one, though, Virginia: She's a pill.
I hope she dumps him soon—she probably will.
An awful thing to say. I know, I know.
Pretend I didn't. Now, come on, let's go.
MURIEL: I can't wait to see the grandchildren.
(Arthur kisses Muriel and they exit towards the bedrooms. After
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a moment, enter AMY, 24, an up-and-coming fashion model;
NANCY, 30, an English professor; and HARRY, 49, her banker
husband; from outside as the others.)
AMY: Thanks again for waiting for me at the airport, dear broin-law. These photographers can never stay within their time
budget. I don't know how I'd have gotten up here if you
hadn't waited.
NANCY: And here I thought all you supermodels traveled by
chauffeured limo.
AMY: Sorry to disillusion you, sis. And I'm hardly a
supermodel. Not yet, anyway. Seriously, though, thanks, you
guys. No cab would ever have agreed to come way up here
this late in the year.
HARRY: You know, I've been thinking about that. I'm not sure
Arthur is right to have this gathering up here this late.
Remember five years ago?
AMY: Five years ago I was in Europe, remember? That's when
I found Collette working in that dingy carnival and brought
her home.
HARRY: Well, there was an avalanche up here. The snow
completely blocked the pass. No one could get in or out for
weeks. And that was even earlier than it is now.
NANCY: Oh, don't talk about avalanches. The very idea gives
me the heebie-jeebies. Come on, let's find our rooms and see
who else has arrived.
(They exit towards the bedrooms. After a moment, MARK, 26, a
graduate student, and his girlfriend BETSY, 21, enter; like the
others in outdoor gear [though Betsy's is a little inadequate for
the weather] and lugging suitcases.)
MARK: (Bowing elaborately:) Welcome to Hopkins Manor!
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BETSY: (Giggling:) Oh, wow—is it really called that?
MARK: No—I don't think it's really called anything in
particular. Mostly we just say "the lodge."
BETSY: Pretty snazzy. Looks like a chalet out of a James Bond
movie.
MARK: SHHH!
supervillain.

Don't

tell!

I'm

really

Hans

Blofeld,

BETSY: Meathead! Remind me again why I'm here?
MARK: I want you to meet the family.
BETSY: Will they like me? Or will they think I'm just after the
Hopkins fortune?
MARK: Please—they'll love you. It's you I'm worried about. If
you're going to marry me, you have a right to know what a
family of nuts you'll be getting involved with.
BETSY: Well, I already met your niece and nephew,
remember, when we took them to the zoo, and they couldn't
be sweeter.
MARK: Yeah, Mary and Anthony are all right, despite my
stick-in-the-mud brother. Actually, their mother is great too—
she just got tired of Artie and his "secretaries." The present
Mrs. Artie is a piece of work.
BETSY: What about the rest of the family? I can't believe I'm
so nervous.
MARK: Well, I think you'll like my father. He's got that whole
eccentric genius thing going, but he's fun.
BETSY: He's the King of the Greeting Card, right?
MARK: Actually, he's the queen, really, since he writes all his
greeting cards under the name "Veronica Hopkins."
Apparently bad poetry sells better if it's by a woman.
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BETSY: Is he bad?
MARK: Oh, he's terrible, but it seems like he's terrible in just
the right way for sappy greeting cards. He's made a small
fortune. And, like I say, he's fun. So is Mom, really. My
brother Artie—the firstborn—is some kind of banker.
Investments or something. He's a real bore, but he's basically
harmless. Virginia's his third wife. Whatever you do, don't call
her "Ginny." That should tell you a lot. You've met the kids.
My sister Nancy is an English professor. She's pretty cool. Her
husband Harry's a lot older than she is, but I don't know
anything else against him. He's some kind of banker like Artie,
but he doesn't let it go to his head. Then there's Amy. You
know who she is.
BETSY: I've seen her picture, anyway. In magazines.
MARK: Yeah, she's starting to do all right for herself. She's the
baby—basically.
BETSY: What does that mean?
MARK: Well, we don't talk about it much, but I had another
sister—Tessie. A year younger than Amy. She disappeared in
Paris when she was four. I was seven.
BETSY: Disappeared? You mean you never found her?
MARK: Never.
BETSY: But that's terrible.
MARK: (Shrugging:) It was a long time ago. We tried to find
her, of course—Mom and Dad hounded the French authorities
for at least five years—but eventually you have to move on.
BETSY: It's tragic.
MARK: And that's not the only tragedy. I had another older
brother, too. Phillip. At least we know what happened to him.
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BETSY: What happened?
MARK: I was nine. Phillie was fifteen. We were at the beach in
Australia, on vacation.
BETSY: Oh, my goodness—did a shark eat him?
MARK: No, he got caught in an undertow. The thing was, he
knew better, but I didn't. He'd swum out to make me come in.
I always felt like it was my fault.
BETSY: You poor thing! You were nine! It wasn't your fault.
MARK: He washed ashore about 75 miles away, so at least we
got to bury him. Not like Tessie. It's okay. It was a long time
ago.
BETSY: And that's the whole family.
MARK: Yep. Except—dang—Freudian slip! I forgot Aunt
Gloria. Aunt Godzilla, we kids used to call her.
BETSY: Why? Does she lay waste to cities?
MARK: If they get in her way, she does. Except lately she's
getting so absent-minded she can't really breathe fire anymore.
You'll see. I wonder where everybody is. (Calling out:) Hey,
anybody home?
(With a significant amount of noise [especially if there are
stairs], Mary and Anthony come charging on from the
bedrooms.)
MARY: Uncle Mark!
ANTHONY: Hey, Uncle Mark! Hey, Betsy!
(Mutual hugs and/or backslapping, etc.)
MARK: Hey, munchkins. Where is everybody?
(Arthur enters from the bedrooms.)
ARTHUR: We're here, and wondering what could be your
© Matt Buchanan
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fate.
We might have known you'd be arriving late.
MARK: (Shaking hands:) Hey, hey—not late. Just last.
(Muriel enters from the bedrooms.)
MURIEL: Your sister's session ran long and she had to change
her flight, and she still beat you here. (She kisses Mark, then
notices Betsy.) Hello.
MARK: Oh! Sorry! Betsy Macy, this is my mother, Muriel
Hopkins and my father, Arthur Hopkins. Mom, Dad—this is
Betsy.
BETSY: I'm very pleased to meet you both.
ARTHUR: No more than we. We're glad to have you here.
Our son has told us all about you, dear.
MARK: (Hurriedly:) All of it good!
ARTHUR: Of course, of course, I hasten now to say.
(Shaking hands:) So welcome, Betsy. Please enjoy your stay.
MURIEL: Yes, welcome, my dear. I hope you'll enjoy our little
family gathering. Let me show you to your rooms. (Looking at
Mark.) That's rooms, plural.
MARK: Of course! Wouldn't have it any other way!
MURIEL: Right answer, son. (Giving Besty a wink as she takes
the smallest suitcase:) Children, help your uncle and your future
aunt with their bags.
(Anthony and Mary each grab two suitcases and energetically
drag them after Muriel toward the bedrooms. Mark and Betsy
follow them off, Mark silently mouthing "I'm sorry!" as Betsy
giggles. Almost as soon as they're gone, Amy sweeps in,
followed, at a more sedate pace, by Harry.)
AMY: Daddy!
© Matt Buchanan
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(She runs to Arthur and hugs him.)

ARTHUR: My baby girl! I knew you must be here.
How was the airplane? Packed this time of year?
AMY: Horrible. Lucky Nancy and Harry picked me up or I'd
still be at that awful airport.
ARTHUR: Then thank you, Harry, for that extra trip.
Now where's my other daughter? Pip, pip, pip!
NANCY: (Entering:) Here I am. I was just neatening up a little.
Honestly, Daddy, "pip, pip, pip"? Even for you that's terrible.
(She hugs Arthur.)
ARTHUR: Well, now our little party all have come.
Your elder brother and his latest one...
I can't keep track...Virginia! That's the dame...
Arrived a little while before you came.
NANCY: Yeah, I saw them going up. When's dinner?
ARTHUR: As soon as Gloria will let the maid
Get on with cooking it. You'd think she paid
The woman's salary, the way she takes
Up all the poor girl's time, for goodness sake!
NANCY: (Rolling her eyes:) Knowing Aunt Gloria, she's
probably making Collette re-make the bed, re-dust the room,
and re-arrange the furniture. I'll go see if I can pry the poor
thing loose. Gloria likes me—well, more than she likes most
people, anyway.
(She exits, followed by Harry. Amy takes Arthur's arm.)
AMY: Come on, Daddy. Let's check out the kitchen. We may
not be able to cook like Collette, but between us we ought to
be able to figure out the coffee maker. Boy could I use a cup.
(They exit to the kitchen. Lights fade to black. Music may be
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used to indicate the passage of time. Suddenly, in the dark,
several loud explosions, like blasting or fireworks, followed
almost immediately by the sound of a violent avalanche.)
(Pause.)
(A flashlight beam pierces the darkness, followed by Mark,
carrying a flashlight and entering from the bedrooms. He is
dressed in boxer shorts and a hastily tied bathrobe—though it's
hard to tell in the dark. It is the middle of the night and black as
pitch outside.)
MARK: Everyone all right?
(Artie enters, carrying a lighted candle. He wears a handsome
two-piece pajama set.)
ARTIE: Evidently the power's out. What was it—an
avalanche?
MARK: Darned if I know. Sounded like it.
(Arthur enters in pajamas and a sumptuous robe. He's the first
to have bothered with slippers—bunny ones. He carries a
battery-powered lantern. Muriel is right behind him swaddled in
a robe, also wearing slippers, though more conventional ones.)
ARTHUR: Is anybody hurt? We heard a sound
As if some foul disaster shook the ground.
MARK: Nobody knows, Dad.
MURIEL: Surely not—they've all been asleep. After such a big
meal, so late in the evening, I didn't think anything could
wake me. Collette really outdid herself cooking. You know, for
someone who grew up as a magician's assistant in a traveling
carnival, she really does cook like a dream.
ARTIE: Evidently the power's out.
(During the following conversation, the rest of the family, except
Virginia and Collette, drift on. All are dressed for bed in one way
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or another. Each carries some kind of inadequate light source,
except Gloria.)

MARK: You said that already.
ARTIE: Yes, and it's still true.
MURIEL: There's a generator, I think.
MARK: If there's any gas. I'll go.
(He exits towards the front entrance.)
GLORIA: There was no flashlight in my room. Why was there
no flashlight in my room?
MARY: Was there a bomb?
GLORIA: I had to grope my way like a blind person.
MURIEL: (To Mary:) No, dear, I expect it was an avalanche.
ANTHONY: Cool!
MARK: (Off, from entryway:) I can't see a blessed thing in here!
Whosever boots these are, I'm borrowing them! And I think
this is Artie's parka! It's snowing like you wouldn't believe!
Wish me luck!
(We hear the door open, the sound of a storm, and the door
slamming.)
ARTIE: He would take mine. He'd better not get it dirty.
GLORIA: It's shoddy housekeeping. Where is that maid?
Collette!
MURIEL: Now, Gloria, no one can think of everything.
Collette is doing a great job, all in all.
ANTHONY: Anyway, how was she supposed to know there'd
be an avalanche?
GLORIA: Well! In my day, young children did not speak up
to their elders!
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HARRY: Come to think of it, though, where is Collette? Time
like this, you'd expect her to be fluttering around being all
French.
(The phone rings—two short rings, pause, two short rings,
pause, etc.)
AMY: Well, at least we know the phone works.
ARTHUR: Good heavens, what a time for that to ring!
And where's the phone? I cannot see a thing!
(He tries to look for it with his battery lantern, but it's not very
directional.)
MURIEL: It's in the corner.
(Someone with a better flashlight helpfully illuminates the phone
and Arthur moves to it and picks it up.)
ARTHUR: (On phone:) Hello! Hello! It's Arthur Hopkins here.
It's very late, not a good time, I fear.
(He listens, a stunned look on his face. Several of the others
notice and look at him.)
NANCY: Well, who is it?
ARTHUR: (Staring at the phone, still in his hand:) How very
odd—and also not polite.
To call with such a message late at night!
ARTIE: Who is it?
ARTHUR: I've no idea. They just said, "That's one down."
And then they hung up—slammed the phone right down.
ARTIE: "That's one down"? What on earth does that mean?
ARTHUR: They just said, "That's one down," and nothing
more.
I don't know what it means. I'll think it o'er.
(He hangs up the phone. There is a loud click, and the lights
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come up. The cast is revealed in tableau, scattered around the
living room. Center stage, Collette's body lies.)
(Note: Obviously, before this point it is important that nobody
shine a light that reveals Collette's body prematurely.)

AMY: About time!
ARTIE: Oh, good, the generator's kicked in. Good grief!
Collette's fainted!
(Muriel kneels by Collette and shakes her by the shoulder.)
MURIEL: Wake up, Collette, dear! What's the matter with
you?
AMY: Somebody get her a glass of water.
HARRY: Or brandy, if there is any. I'll go.
(He exits to the kitchen.)
NANCY: Somebody ought to get a blanket or something.
ANTHONY: I'll go.
(He exits to the bedrooms. As he goes, he passes Virginia, fully
dressed, as she enters from the bedrooms.)
MURIEL: Collette! Collette! (To the others:) She's really out.
GLORIA: Slap her face.
VIRGINIA: What on earth is going on? How anyone can
sleep...
MURIEL: I will not slap her face! Collette! (To the others:) I
think there's something really wrong with her!
(Nancy kneels to help Muriel revive Collette.)
ARTHUR: (Musing:) "One down..."? "One down..."? That's all
they said. "One down..."?
(He ponders, a stunned look on his face. Several of the others
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notice and look at him.)
NANCY: I can't find a pulse!
(Harry enters from the kitchen with a glass of water.)
HARRY: Couldn't find any brandy, but here's a glass of water.
AMY: That's all they said? "That's one down"? What could that
mean?
HARRY: I can't imagine.
NANCY: (Grimly:) Well, I think I can.
HARRY: What?
NANCY: I think she's dead. I can't find a pulse. And she's not
breathing.
ARTIE: Oh, nonsense. You're just not doing it right. Let me!
(He kneels by the body to try for a pulse as Anthony enters from
the bedrooms with a blanket or comforter. We hear the sound of
the outside door opening and closing from the entrance hall.)
ANTHONY: I found a blanket.
VIRGINIA: Is that from our bed?
NANCY: Since when do you know how to do it any better
than I do? Here, Harry, give me that water.
(He hands her the water and she dashes it in Collette's face.
Mark enters from the front hallway, still wearing boots [pink]
and a parka.)
MARK: I got the generator started, but there's not a whole lot
of gas left.
VIRGINIA: Those are my boots!
ARTIE: Good grief! I think she's dead!
NANCY: Of course she is!
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MARK: Who's dead?
ANTHONY: Are you sure?
NANCY: She's not breathing and there's no pulse. And she's
cold as ice.
GLORIA: Dead?
(Very slowly, Gloria turns to look at the body. She takes a deep
breath and screams. Then she collapses in a heap.)
ARTHUR: (Irritated right out of his verse:) Oh, for heaven's sake!
MURIEL: Gloria!
(Muriel rushes to Gloria's side.)
VIRGINIA: Dead? How could she be dead?
MURIEL: She's fainted!
ARTIE: (Snapping, know-it-all:) She hasn't fainted, she's dead!
MURIEL: Gloria has fainted. Help me get her on the couch.
Bring that blanket.
(Mary and Anthony help Muriel to drag/carry the prone Gloria
onto a couch. Muriel fans her face.)
MARY: Wake up, Great-Aunt Gloria!
MURIEL: Where are her smelling salts?
ARTHUR: Please don't mind Gloria—she faints all the time.
Collette is dead—she's been here all the time.
(He kneels by Collette's body and confirms what everyone has
been saying. Meanwhile, Muriel is still concerned with Gloria.)
MURIEL: Ask Collette. She'll know where they are. (Realizing:)
Oh.
HARRY: Someone call the police!
(Mark picks up the phone, jiggles the cradle a few time, and puts
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it down.)
MARK: The phone's dead.
AMY: What do you mean?
MARK: Dead, as in doesn't work. No dial tone.
HARRY: But it just rang!
MARK: Well, it's dead now.
ARTIE: Nonsense.
(He storms across and grabs the phone.)
MURIEL: She's coming around.
BETSY: Coming around? I thought she was dead!
ARTIE: Very strange. The phone's dead.
MARK: (Dryly:) Don't mind me.
BETSY: What are we going to do?
GLORIA: Stop waving your hand in my face, Muriel! You're
not the Queen! What am I doing in this davenport?
HARRY: Somebody's back in form.
MURIEL: You fainted, dear.
GLORIA: Nonsense! I never faint.
ARTHUR: The phone is dead—the line's down, I suppose. (An
idea:) A cell phone! Anyone got one of those?
ARTIE: Of course not! You told us not to bring them. Ordered
us, really.
VIRGINIA: That's right. It was right there in the invitations:
"Everyone will please remember,/Each and every family
member,/When you pack your boots and jackets,/Leave
behind your phones and gadgets."
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ARTHUR: I don't remember, but it well may be.
I might have thought it would be nice, you see,
For people to engage in pleasant chats
Instead of simply staring at their laps.
But still, it was an inconvenient day
To suddenly start doing what I say.
GLORIA: What time is it? Why is it dark outside?
HARRY: Yes, well, if we can't contact the authorities, we can't.
In any case, we can't leave poor Collette lying on the living
room floor, can we?
MURIEL: I suppose not. We'd better put her in her own room.
MARK: Better open all the windows in there and shut off the
radiator—there's no telling how long she'll be there, and we
don't want her getting ripe.
MURIEL: Honestly, Mark, what a way to put it! And in front
of the children!
ANTHONY: Oh, we don't mind.
MARY: We hear worse on T.V.
GLORIA: What is everyone talking about?
BETSY: What do you mean, there's no telling? Can't someone
take a car out in the morning and bring help?
MARK: Not hardly. You don't seem to understand how it is
up here. If that was an avalanche—and I'm pretty sure it
was—there could be forty feet of snow blocking the pass.
NANCY: Nobody's getting through there until spring.
BETSY: (Really alarmed:) Spring! But that's months from now!
NANCY: Welcome to the mountains.
BETSY: But...I can't...
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ARTHUR: Now, don't you panic. There's no need to swoon.
Someone will notice that we're missing soon.
NANCY: Sure. That's what happened the last time. They sent
a helicopter.
BETSY: The last time? (To Mark:) You mean this has happened
before?
MARK: Sure...well, not the dead girl part, but yeah, there was
an avalanche five years ago. That's how come I recognize the
sound.
ANTHONY: But it wasn't quite the same sound!
MARY: How do you know? You were six!
BETSY: If it's happened before, you'd think somebody might
have mentioned it when he invited me to this place.
ANTHONY: I remember. Last time there was the same
thundering and booming, but this time, before that was a
really big bang. Like a bomb.
ARTIE: Nonsense. You're letting your imagination run away
with you.
VIRGINIA: As usual. Though calling it imagination instead of
making up stories is...
ANTHONY: I'm not making up stories!
MARY: You know, it sounded like that to me, too.
BETSY: I can't believe you trapped me up here for goodnessknows-how-long!
ARTIE: Anthony, don't shout at your mother!
MARY: She's not our mother!
ARTIE: Well, don't shout at her anyway!
GLORIA: Why is everyone shouting?!
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(Mark puts two fingers in his mouth and emits a shrill whistle.
[Note: if the actor can't do this, find some other way to make an
arresting sound—maybe a brass bell is lying around or
something.])

MARK: Um...sorry, but...um...dead body? Can we maybe...
MURIEL: Of course. Harry, could you help Mark carry her?
Anthony, run along ahead and open the door to her room. Be
sure to lock it when you're done.
ARTIE: Why?
MURIEL: We don't want (Glancing meaningfully at Mary and
Anthony:) anyone going in there by mistake. Meanwhile, I
suggest the rest of us go back to bed.
VIRGINIA: But—
MURIEL: There's nothing we can do about anything just now.
We'll think more in the morning.
(Mark and Harry pick up Collette's body and begin to carry it
towards the bedrooms.)
GLORIA: What are they doing? Is Collette...is she dead? Oh,
my gracious!
(She takes a deep breath and screams. Then she collapses in a
heap.)
ARTHUR: Oh, for crying out loud!
(Blackout. Music may be used to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the family [except Collette] gathered in the living
room. Some may be seated on various chairs, couches, or
whatever, while some stand or lean. Mary and Anthony sit on
the floor. It is morning.)
NANCY: But how did she die?
AMY: I have no idea.
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ARTIE: Mark's the scientist.
MARK: I'm a physicist. Or will be when I graduate.
NANCY: If he graduates.
MARK: What do I know about dead bodies?
HARRY: But shouldn't somebody examine her?
ARTIE: Like who? Whom?
NANCY: No, you were right the first time.
ARTHUR: Grammar aside, I disagree completely.
Her body is reposing very sweetly.
So why should we disturb her final rest?
Leave her alone. I think it would be best.
HARRY: But if she was murdered...
ARTIE: But we don't know that. She may have died of natural
causes...
MURIEL: At her age? She was healthy as a horse.
ARTIE: And we've no business interfering with her in any
case!
MARY: But that phone call! "That's one down"!
ANTHONY: (Agreeing:) Obviously she was murdered!
VIRGINIA: Shut up, you two. The grown-ups are talking.
ARTIE: Anyway, Mark just said he wouldn't know what to
look for. I doubt any of us could do any better.
MURIEL: He's right. Maybe we should leave it to the
authorities.
BETSY: But the authorities aren't here! And how are we going
to call them?
(Nancy picks up the phone.)
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NANCY: The phone's still dead.
HARRY: There must be some way we can get a signal out.
Light a fire or something.
MARY: (Suddenly struck by an idea:) Hey, I have an idea!
ARTIE: (To Mary:) Sweetheart, the grown-ups are talking. (To
Harry:) What kind of fire? Where?
HARRY: I don't know. The yard?
MARK: There's four feet of snow out there. And what are you
going to burn?
MARY: But listen! Remember the Fourth of July?
VIRGINIA: Mary, stop interrupting. Honestly, Artie, I don't
know why you couldn't have taught your children better
manners.
ANTHONY: (Catching on:) Hey, yeah! I know what your idea
is, sis! Hey, everybody...
(The adults look at Anthony.)
ARTIE: Anthony, please!
HARRY: Well, okay, then the roof.
NANCY: You'd burn the place to the ground, dear. I know it's
huge, but it's still a cabin. Made of logs. That burn.
AMY: Besides, somebody's bound to get worried about us
soon. They'll send a search party.
ARTHUR: Well, there you go, then. We'll just have to wait
'til someone does. Meanwhile, it's time to eat.
I move we all adjourn to break our fast.
Upon some wholesome early morn repast.
MARK: I'll second that. To the kitchen, ho!
BETSY: How can you think of eating? There's a dead woman
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in the house.
MARK: Well, our going hungry isn't going to bring her back.
Come on.
(All the adults exit towards the kitchen. Mary and Anthony
exchange looks.)
ANTHONY: I don't care what they say. Obviously Collette
was murdered.
MARY: And obviously the murderer is whoever made that
phone call. Seriously—"That's one down"? What do they need,
a map?
ANTHONY: But who was it? And how did they get away?
MARY: I don't know. Snowmobile, maybe?
ANTHONY: (Suddenly excited:) We could look for tracks!
MARY: What?
ANTHONY: Outside. Maybe the murderer left tracks!
MARY: Silly. That's for the detectives.
ANTHONY: What detectives? We can't call any detectives.
And if we could, they couldn't get here.
MARY: So?
ANTHONY: So maybe we can be the detectives!
(The adults begin to drift back from the kitchen in poor spirits.)
MARK: Well, that was disappointing.
MURIEL: I completely forgot Collette wasn't here to cook
breakfast.
AMY: Not even any coffee ready! I'd kill for some coffee.
HARRY: Better not say that, in the circumstances.
BETSY: How can you joke?
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GLORIA: I demand my tea! I'm an old woman!
ANTHONY: Isn't there really any food at all?
MARK: Oh, there's plenty of food. The freezer's full of food.
So's the pantry. Just not cooked.
ARTIE: Well, then we'll have to cook it ourselves. Nancy,
Virginia, er...Miss Macy, go on in there and make bacon and
eggs or something.
BETSY: Why us? Because we're women?
VIRGINIA: What on earth makes you think I know how to
cook?
BETSY: I'm a waitress, not a cook.
ARTIE: You mean to say none of you can cook?
BETSY: I can cook. Of course I can cook...
MARK: Um, sweety—being able to boil water without
burning it does not equal "can cook."
BETSY: But I'm not going to. Not just because I'm a woman,
I'm not.
HARRY: I can make instant coffee—only there isn't any. And
I'm darned if I can figure out that space age coffeemaker in
there.
VIRGINIA: So we all starve, then?
MARY: You know, I'll bet Anthony and I can figure
something out.
ANTHONY: Sure. We all have to take home-ec at school.
VIRGINIA: Will you kids quit butting in?
MARK: Now wait a minute, Ginny—
VIRGINIA: Do. NOT. Call. Me. GINNY!
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MARK: Sorry—so sorry! Virginia. If the kids say they can
cook, why not let 'em? I'm starving here!
GLORIA: I want my tea!
VIRGINIA: Mark, my dear, you don't have to live with these
hoydens. Of course they say they can cook. They say they can
keep their rooms clean, too. But what they say and what they
do...
ARTIE: Mark's right, Virginia. If they make a mess of things,
we're no worse off than we are now, after all.
MURIEL: (Kindly:) And I'm sure they won't. Come on, you
two. I'll help.
MARY: Thank you! (To others, haughtily:) Breakfast will be
served in twenty minutes.
(Mary, Anthony and Muriel exit towards the kitchen.)
VIRGINIA: Well, then I'm going back to bed.
(She exits towards the bedrooms.)
HARRY: (To Mark:) You'd better show me where that
generator is.
MARK: Come on.
(They exit towards the front entrance.)
NANCY: (To Artie:) Come on, brother mine. Let's go see if
there's any wood in the box room. If we're stuck here, we may
as well have a fire.
(They exit towards the kitchen.)
GLORIA: I would like to lie down.
ARTHUR: Yes, Gloria. Just come along with me.
I'll help you up to bed, just wait and see.
(He takes her arm and leads her off toward the bedrooms.
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Blackout. Music may play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room. It is early afternoon. If possible, a
fire burns in the fireplace. Mary and Anthony are alone.)

ANTHONY: Who knew grown-ups could be so helpless?
MARY: Hey, at least Uncle Mark figured out the coffeemaker.
ANTHONY: Feeding all these people is a lot of work. How are
we going to get time to detect?
MARY: I know. Poor Collette. I never realized how hard she
used to work. I'm sorry she's dead. She was sort of nice.
ANTHONY: That's why we have to find out who killed her.
And how they got away.
MARY: I still think that's a job for the cops. We should
concentrate on getting them here.
ANTHONY: Well, you had a good idea about that, even if the
grown-ups wouldn't listen. Those left-over fireworks from the
Fourth of July.
MARY: (Nodding:) I'm pretty sure they're stored in the hall
closet. We can set them off out the attic window or something.
ANTHONY: We'll have to wait until night-time, or nobody
will ever see them.
(The phone rings. Two rings, pause, two rings, pause, etc.
Startled, Mary goes to the phone and picks it up. As she listens,
Anthony stares. Nancy comes running in from the bedrooms,
followed more slowly by Arthur and Muriel.)
MARY: Hello?
(She listens.)
ANTHONY: What is it?
NANCY: I heard the phone!
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MARY: (Holding the phone and staring at it:) "That's two down."
ARTHUR: What?
MARY: That's what they said. "That's two down."
MURIEL: Are you sure?
MARY: (Irritated:) Well, of course I'm sure.
(She hangs up the phone. We hear the front door opening,
sounds of storm, and the front door slamming.)
MARK: (Off:) Carry him into the living room!
ARTIE: (Off:) He's darn heavy!
(Mark and Artie stagger in from the front entrance, carrying
Harry's body between them.)
ANTHONY: What happened?
NANCY: Oh, my goodness! Harry!
(She rushes to Harry's side as Mark and Artie deposit him on a
couch.)
ANTHONY: What happened?
MARK: We went out to check on the generator and bring in
some more firewood from the shed.
ARTIE: It's still snowing like blazes out there.
NANCY: But what happened? Harry, speak to me!
MARK: I'm sorry, sis, but he won't.
NANCY: What are you saying?
ARTIE: As we came up the path, there were Harry's boots,
sticking out of a snowdrift.
MARK: With the rest of him attached. Buried head first. We
pulled him out as fast as we could, but he was gone.
MURIEL: Gone? You're not saying...
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ARTIE: He must have somehow lost his footing and tumbled
into the bank. Suffocated, poor devil.
(Nancy has been running her hand through Harry's hair.
Suddenly she gives a little gasp.)
NANCY: His head's all bloody!
ARTIE: What?
NANCY: (Showing a bloody hand:) Look. His head's all bloody!
ARTIE: Must have hit it on something as he fell.
MARY: "That's two down."
ARTIE: Mary, this is hardly a time for jokes!
MARY: No, that's what they said! On the phone.
(Artie snatches up the phone and listens, rattling the cradle a
few times.)
ARTIE: The phone's dead, Mary.
MARY: I don't care! It rang and I answered and they said,
"That's two down."
(Artie snorts derisively.)
NANCY: I heard the phone ring too, you know.
MURIEL: Arthur and I did too.
ANTHONY: Somebody murdered Uncle Harry like they did
Collette.
ARTIE: Nonsense!
ANTHONY: They hit him over the head and dumped him in
the snowbank.
ARTIE: You don't know that. He could have slipped and hit
his head on something.
MARK: Like what, Artie? I didn't see anything in that snow
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but snow. And poor Harry, of course.
MARY: Don't you see, Dad? The phone call proves it! "That's
two down"!
ARTIE: The phone is dead!
ARTHUR: Mary, are you sure that's what they said?
And that's the reason our poor Harry's dead?
MARY: Of course I'm sure. I'm not a child. Well, okay, I am a
child, but I'm not an idiot!
ARTIE: This is terrible! We've got to find a way to contact the
authorities!
ANTHONY: Mary and I thought of a way.
ARTIE: (To Anthony:) You stay out of this. (To the adults:)
There must be some way to send a signal.
ANTHONY: But, listen!
MURIEL: Meanwhile, what do we do with poor Harry?
NANCY: Oh, Harry!
(Gloria enters from the bedrooms.)
GLORIA: What is all this noise? How is a person supposed to
enjoy her afternoon nap with all this racket? (Noticing Anthony
and Mary:) Oh. I might have known it was you two. (To Artie:)
Honestly, Arthur, Jr., if you must bring children on these little
outings, you might at least have the courtesy to—
MURIEL: Not now, Gloria, dear. We've got a situation here.
GLORIA: Situation? What situation? Why is Harry lying there
like that? And Nancy, why are your hands all dirty?
MURIEL: Now Gloria, don't worry yourself. Don't look.
GLORIA: Don't look at what? Is that blood? What's wrong
with Harry?
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MURIEL: Well, dear, I'm very much afraid...
(Pause.)
GLORIA: He's dead, isn't he?
(She takes a deep breath and screams. Then she collapses in a
heap.)
ARTHUR: Not again! For crying out loud!
(Anthony exits towards the kitchen.)
MURIEL: Never mind. Mark and Arthur Jr., take poor Harry
out to the front porch. He'll be cold enough there to keep. Put
him in one of those lounge chairs. Better cover him up with a
tarp or something in case the snow blows onto the porch.
NANCY: (On a sob:) Oh, Harry!
(Mark and Artie carry Harry's body off towards the front
entrance, accompanied by Nancy, who tries to hold Harry's hand
as he's carried. Before Muriel can get to Gloria to try and revive
her, Anthony returns from the kitchen at a run, and dashes a
glass of water in Gloria's face. She sputters to life instantly.)
GLORIA: How dare you!
MURIEL: (With a reproachful look at Anthony:) Never mind,
dear. You fainted again is all.
GLORIA: I never faint!
MURIEL: Of course you don't. Come along now—let's go to
the kitchen and get you a nice cup of tea.
(They exit towards the kitchen with Arthur following, leaving
Anthony and Mary alone.)
ANTHONY: Was it a man or woman?
MARY: Who?
ANTHONY: On the phone? "That's two down."
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MARY: I couldn't tell. It sounded like they were putting on a
funny voice. Sort of in-between. Like it could be a man trying
to sound like a woman or a woman trying to sound like a man.
ANTHONY: This is getting serious. I liked Uncle Harry.
MARY: I know. We need to get ready to send our signal.
ANTHONY: I'll get the fireworks box.
(He exits towards the front entrance. He returns momentarily,
carrying a large cardboard box.)
MARY: Put them down over here—away from the fire. (Note:
if there is no fireplace, skip the 2nd half of this line.)
ANTHONY: (Setting the box down:) They're not as heavy as I
expected.
MARY: Well, you're bigger now.
ANTHONY: (Opening the box:) Still. Oh. That's why.
MARY: What's why? Why what?
ANTHONY: (Staring into the box:) It's empty.
MARY: It can't be. Maybe you grabbed the wrong box.
ANTHONY: No, it's the right box. There's some firecracker
wrappers and stuff in here. But no fireworks.
MARY: But nobody's been here since last summer! I know
there were a bunch of them left.
ANTHONY: Well, they're not here now. (A sudden realization:)
Oh! Oh my gosh!
MARY: You're right!
ANTHONY: I knew I heard an explosion before the
avalanche! Somebody set it off on purpose! They stole our
fireworks and set them off to trigger the avalanche!
MARY: Somebody wants us all trapped up here!
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ANTHONY: So they can murder us one by one! "One down"!
"Two down"! Who's next?
MARY: We have to tell the grown-ups!
ANTHONY: Sure. As if they'll believe us. Dad will say we
must have used up all the firecrackers last summer.
MARY: But I know we didn't!
ANTHONY: And Virginia will say, "Shut up, children. The
grown-ups are talking."
MARY: We still have to tell them. Maybe Uncle Mark will
believe us.
ANTHONY: He's out on the front porch. Come on. We can
look around for tracks, too. We still don't know how the guy's
coming and going.
MARY: Only we'll have to search fast. Don't forget, we have to
cook supper. Or go hungry.
ANTHONY: Let's go. (Calling off:) Uncle Mark!
(They run off towards the front entrance. Blackout. Music may
play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room. It is evening. The room is empty
except for Gloria, who lies in a heap in the middle of the floor.
The phone rings. Two rings, pause, two rings, pause, etc. Mark
enters from the bedrooms. He doesn't notice Gloria. He goes to
the phone and picks it up.)
MARK: Hello?
(He listens. Arthur enters from the kitchen and nearly trips over
Gloria.)
ARTHUR: Oh, for the love of Mike!
MARK: (To phone:) What do you mean, "That makes three"?
What three?
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ARTHUR: Gloria, honest to goodness, if you faint one more
time, so help me...
(He bends down and shakes her.)
MARK: (To phone:) Listen, buster, I don't know who you are,
but this isn't funny. Hmm… (To Arthur:) They hung up. What
are you doing?
ARTHUR: Gloria's out again. Go get some water.
That approach worked last time—nothing better.
MARK: Maybe not this time.
(He bends to get a better look. Mary and Anthony run in from
the front entrance.)
MARY: We heard the phone!
ARTHUR: (Standing up, to Mark:) What do you mean? She'll
wake for sure and then
(Grinning:) She'll yell at us for soaking her again.
(Muriel runs in from the kitchen.)
MARK: The phone. "That makes three." They said, "That
makes three."
MURIEL: Gloria!
MARK: Um, Mom...I'm pretty sure she's dead.
MURIEL: Not necessarily. The phone call might have been
about something else.
ANTHONY: Who is it this time? Is it Virginia?
MARK: (To Muriel:) It's not just the phone call.
ANTHONY: Great Aunt Gloria?
ARTHUR: What do you mean, not just the phone call?
MARK: It's also this great big honking knife in her back.
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MURIEL: What? (To Mary and Anthony:) Don't look!
(Mary and Anthony look where Mark is looking.)
MARY: Too late.
ANTHONY: That is a big honking knife!
MURIEL: This has got to stop! Children, move away. Mark,
help your father carry her out to the porch. We'll put her with
Harry. What else can we do? There must be another tarp in the
box room.
(They carry her awkwardly between them and exit towards the
front entrance, leaving Mary and Anthony alone.)
ANTHONY: What are we going to do? They're dropping like
flies. How is the guy doing it?
MARY: I don't know. It's like a stupid murder mystery or
something. Especially those phone calls—when the phone
doesn't even work.
ANTHONY: I know. I'm going to be hearing them in my
sleep. Ring, ring! Ring, ring!
MARY: I hear you.
ANTHONY: Ring, ring! Ring, ring!
MARY: I get it.
ANTHONY: Ring, ring! Ring, ring!
MARY: Stop it! Wait a minute. Do that again.
ANTHONY: You want me to stop or do it again?
MARY: Do it again, just the same way.
ANTHONY: Ring, ring!
MARY: That's it!
ANTHONY: (Indignantly:) You told me to do it again!
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MARY: No, I mean, that's it! That's how he's doing it!
ANTHONY: What is?
MARY: That's just how the phone rang, isn't it? Every time?
ANTHONY: How what?
MARY: "Ring, ring! Ring, ring! Ring, ring!"
ANTHONY: So?
MARY: Not "Ring! Ring! Ring!"
ANTHONY: So?
MARY: So since when is that how the phone rings? It goes
"Ring! Ring! Ring!"
ANTHONY: Hey, yeah!
MARY: Not "Ring, ring! Ring, ring! Ring, ring!" That's the
intercom!
ANTHONY: The interwho?
MARY: The intercom! You know—so people can call other
people in the house! Don't you remember? Grandma used to
use it to call folks for dinner! Or to call Collette if she needed
something. It rings differently so folks will know what it is!
ANTHONY: I remember now! You dial 99 or something, and
it rings another phone in the house.
MARY: That's how he's doing it! He's calling on the intercom!
ANTHONY: But if the phone doesn't work...
MARY: Don't you see? The phones don't work because the
wires are down outside. From the avalanche.
ANTHONY: Which we know the guy set off on purpose with
fireworks, even if no one believes us.
MARY: But there wasn't any avalanche inside the house! I bet
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the intercom still works fine.
ANTHONY: One way to find out.
(He goes to the phone, picks it up and dials. After a moment, we
hear it ring. Two rings, pause, two rings, pause.)
MARY: I knew it!
(Just as Anthony hangs up the phone, we hear:)
MURIEL: (Off:) Hello?
ANTHONY: You know what this means, don't you?
MURIEL: (Off:) Hello? That's strange.
MARY: Yep.
MURIEL: (Off:) There's no one there.
MARY & ANTHONY: (Unison:) The calls are coming from
inside the house!
(Blackout. In the dark we hear:)
MURIEL: (Off:) They must have hung up. And the phone still
doesn't work!
(Music may play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room. It is mid-morning. A family
conference is taking place. Arthur holds the floor, surrounded by
Muriel, Artie, Virginia, Mark, Betsy, Amy, Mary and
Anthony.)
ARTHUR: I've asked you all to come together now
To see if we can possibly learn how
Some unmentionable cad has got away
With murdering three people in this way.
This business has gone far enough, I'd say.
I'm sure you all agree with me today.
ARTIE: More than far enough.
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ARTHUR: Since we've been here, three souls have passed
away.
It's got to stop. It's got to stop, I say!
NANCY: But how?
ARTHUR: My grandchildren are smart, without a doubt.
Because of what these two have figured out,
We now assume this unspeakable louse
Is hiding somewhere here inside this house.
ARTIE: (Sarcastic:) That's comforting.
ARTHUR: (Pointedly ignoring him:) So what we're going to do
is search the house
From top to bottom. Not even a mouse
Must pass our notice. Also search outside
In case there is a place for him to hide.
BETSY: How do you know it's a he?
VIRGINIA: (Snorting:) Oh, please!
ARTHUR: (Bowing:) I stand corrected. He might be a she.
Now, I'll need volunteers—who will it be?
MARK: Wait a minute. Shouldn't we stay in pairs?
ARTIE: Why?
MARK: Er...I don't know. That's what they always do in
books. For safety, I guess.
MURIEL: (Taking over:) Fine. We'll search in pairs. Ginny and I
will do the bedrooms.
VIRGINIA: Do. NOT. Call. Me. Ginny!
MURIEL: Virginia and I will do the bedrooms. They all have
keys in the doors. After we search one, we'll lock the door and
take the key with us.
BETSY: Why?
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AMY: How are we going to get back into our rooms?
MURIEL: You can have them back when the search is done.
This way, the miscreant will not be able to double back and
hide in a room we've already searched.
BETSY: Oh. Good thinking.
ARTHUR: Be sure and search the bedrooms one and all.
The bathrooms too—and look in every stall.
VIRGINIA: All the bedrooms? Even Collette's? I'm not going
in there with a stiff.
MARK: Ha! Probably getting pretty ripe, too.
MURIEL: (Wincing at his choice of words:) That won't be
necessary. Her door has been locked since we carried her up
there and there are only two keys. One is right here. (Pulling a
key from her pocket:) And the other is on a chain around poor
Collette's neck.
MARK: I'll do the outdoor stuff. I'll take Anthony with me.
ANTHONY: Sure thing, Uncle Mark.
MURIEL: Fine. Amy, why don't you and Miss Macy take the
kitchen, along with the pantries and the root cellar?
BETSY: Kitchen. Figures.
AMY: Oh, let's just get on with it!
BETSY: Well, excuse me! I'm just saying.
AMY: Well, don't.
ARTHUR: And young Mary and I will take the attic.
(Winking at Mary:) A spooky job for us. You think you'll panic?
MARY: Can't be any spookier than Anthony's room on
laundry day.
ANTHONY: Hey! I resemble that remark!
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MURIEL: Good, good. Now, if everyone understands their
jobs, let's get searching. This murderer has to be hiding
somewhere. Let's find him.
(All disperse in the various directions indicated. Blackout. Music
may play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room, later the same afternoon. Nancy,
Mark, Betsy, Amy, Mary and Anthony are deep in discussion.)
NANCY: I can't understand it. We searched everywhere.
There's nobody here.
AMY: Maybe whoever it was went away.
BETSY: Wouldn't that be nice? Or else he found a hiding place
we didn't.
NANCY: But our family has owned this place for years—we
know all the hiding places! I just don't get it.
MARY: Um...excuse me, but...duh!
ANTHONY: Yeah, duh!
MARK: What duh?
ANTHONY: It's so obvious!
MARY: I don't know why we didn't see it ages ago. Doesn't
anybody read detective stories anymore?
NANCY: What's obvious?
MARY: I mean, come on—think about it. The killer has to be
in the house, right?
NANCY: We certainly thought so.
MARY: And we searched everywhere, right? And didn't find
any strangers hiding in the woodwork?
MARK: So?
ANTHONY: So it's obvious.
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MARY & ANTHONY: (Unison:) The killer is one of us!
MARY: Has to be!
(Pause, while they all stare at Mary and Anthony.)
NANCY: One of us?
AMY: But that's impossible!
MARY: It's not impossible, it's logical. Look. One: the killer is
in the house. Two: there's nobody in the house but us. Three:
ipso facto, the killer is one of us!
AMY: But that's terrible!
BETSY: Ipso what?
NANCY: You're saying one of our family killed three people?
ANTHONY: Or Betsy. (To Betsy:) No offense. You're like,
honorary family now anyway.
BETSY: None taken. Only it's not me. How could it be me?
I've only just met everyone.
MARK: (Kidding:) Yeah, but how do we know that's really
true? Maybe you're a long-lost heir in disguise.
AMY: Given the way you two were kissing yesterday in the
shed when you thought no one was looking, that would be
pretty sick. Seriously, though, I think it's Virginia.
MARK: Virginia! That actually makes sense. (To Mary and
Anthony:) Sorry, guys—I know she's your mother.
MARY: She is not our mother! And it might be her.
BETSY: Ooh, I bet it is. She's got a mean mouth.
ANTHONY: And she's a gold-digger.
MARK: Hey, hey—where'd you hear that word?
ANTHONY: From you, Uncle Mark. When you didn't know I
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was listening.
NANCY: But that doesn't make any sense! Why would she do
it?
BETSY: Well, they do say, out of the mouths of babes...
NANCY: But if she was after Artie's money—or Dad's—
wouldn't she kill them first?
BETSY: Practice?
NANCY: Besides, if I know my big brother, there's got to be a
pre-nup. She can't possibly inherit. She'd have to be crazy.
AMY: So maybe she is crazy.
NANCY: You just don't want it to be anyone else.
AMY: Well, yeah—do you?
NANCY: I don't want it to be any of us! The freak killed my
husband, don't forget. But this is all just speculation. Who we
like or don't like doesn't matter. We need evidence!
MARK: We need the cops. How long is it going to take for
somebody to figure out we're up here?
(The lights flicker.)
BETSY: What was that?
MARK: Uh oh. The generator must be running low on gas. I
think there's one more container left. I'll go fix it.
BETSY: I'm coming with you. (Kidding:) In case one of these
guys is the killer.
(They exit towards the front entrance.)
AMY: Come on, sis. Let's get some coffee or something.
NANCY: I think I saw some of those cupcakes these two made
in the kitchen.
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AMY: Cupcakes! Get behind me, temptress! Model—
remember?
NANCY: Coffee it is.
(They exit towards the kitchen. Mary and Anthony look at each
other. Pause.)
ANTHONY: Wow.
(Pause.)
You think it really is Virginia?
MARY: Well, actually, yeah, I do. But not because she's a golddigger. Seriously, Anthony, do you even know what that
means?
ANTHONY: Sure. It means she's after Dad for his money. But
I don't know if that's true.
MARY: Well, it's not why I suspect her, anyway. But I've been
thinking.
ANTHONY: Never a good sign.
MARY: Shut up! Anyway, it has to be the killer making those
phone calls, right?
ANTHONY: Probably. Unless there's two of them.
MARY: (Momentarily flummoxed:) I didn't think of that. But
let's say there's just one killer.
ANTHONY: Fine with me.
MARY: So if the killer is making the phone call, then it has to
be someone who was not in the living room when someone
answered the phone. He had to be on some other extension.
ANTHONY: Hey, yeah, that's true!
MARY: And even if there's one person doing the killing and a
different person doing the calling, at least THAT person can't
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have been in the living room when the calls came in.
ANTHONY: So, who was there when they came?
MARY: That's what I'm trying to remember. Okay, the first
call.
ANTHONY: "That's one down."
MARY: Exactly. I think everyone was in the living room
except Virginia. I remember she wasn't because she came in
afterwards, and she was the only person wearing regular
clothes instead of PJs. That's suspicious in itself, by the way.
Why was she wearing her clothes, unless she was up doing
something?
ANTHONY: No, that's just Virginia. She'd never appear in
public in her PJs.
MARY: Okay, but it still shows that she could have made that
phone call. Oh, and Uncle Mark wasn't there either—he went
out to fix the generator. But he could have made the call on the
way.
ANTHONY: It's not Uncle Mark! Uncle Mark is nice!
MARY: I like him too, but it's like Aunt Nancy said. We can't
go by who we like. We have to go by the evidence. And the
evidence says Uncle Mark could have made that call. And
Anthony, he could have made the second one, too.
ANTHONY: I don't believe it.
MARY: Remember, it was just you and me in here when that
call came. Aunt Nancy and Grandma and Gramps came in
right after, so it probably wasn't them, but it could have been
Uncle Mark, or Virginia, or Dad, or Great Aunt Gloria—except
we know Gloria's not the killer because she was the next
victim.
ANTHONY: Gee, I hope it's not Dad. But it's not Uncle Mark.
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MARY: It can't be Dad because he was there for the first call.
So were Grandma and Gramps.
ANTHONY: It's not Uncle Mark!
MARY: No, I don't think so either—because of the third call.
Uncle Mark answered that one. So that leaves just Virginia.
She's the only person who wasn't there for any of the three
calls.
ANTHONY: Wow. My stepmother is a murderer.
(Artie enters from the bedrooms.)
ARTIE: Oh, there you are, kids. Have you seen your mother?
MARY: She's not our mother.
ANTHONY: No! She's a mur-umph!
(Mary claps her hand over Anthony's mouth. She looks him in
the eye and shakes her head.)
ARTIE: What's that?
ANTHONY: Nothing. We haven't seen her.
(Amy and Nancy enter from the kitchen. Amy has a coffee cup in
her hand and Nancy is finishing off a cupcake.)
NANCY: (A little muffled from the cupcake:) Seen who? Whom?
ARTIE: I was looking for Virginia.
AMY: I thought she was in your room taking a nap.
(The phone rings. Two rings, pause, two rings, pause, etc.)
NANCY: Oh, no!
(They all stare at the phone, but nobody makes a move to answer
it. It continues to ring.)
AMY: Well, isn't someone going to get that?
(Arthur and Muriel rush in from the bedrooms. They stop short,
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surprised to see everyone not answering the phone. Finally,
Muriel breaks the spell.)
MURIEL: Oh, for goodness sake! (Answering phone:) Hello?
(She listens, as everyone stares at her. She puts the receiver in
the cradle. Pause.)
ARTHUR: (Prodding:) Muriel...
MURIEL: (Voice of despair:) "That's four."
(Everyone just stares. Into this tableau, Mark and Betsy enter
from the front entrance.)
MARK: Well, that takes care of that. She should run for a
while now, but we're down to our last tank. Hey, whose idea
was it to move Collette down to the porch with the others?
MURIEL: What? What are you talking about? Collette is still
locked in her room.
MARK: Then who is that out there? There's three bodies in
those lounge chairs, covered with tarps. Harry, Gloria
and...who?
(Everyone stares at one another for a long moment. Then they all
rush out towards the front entrance in a clump. Blackout. Music
may play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room. It is only a few minutes later.
Arthur, Muriel, Artie, Mark, Betsy, Amy, Mary and Anthony
enter from the front entrance, all looking shell-shocked.)
ARTHUR: We may as well just leave her where she lies.
Best place for her. It's cold and there's no flies.
An awful way to die, I have to say,
Strangled with expensive lingerie!
MARK: Her own. The very best silk, naturally.
ARTIE: I loved her, you know.
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(Pause.)

I mean, I know everyone thinks she married me for my
money...and maybe she did. But I loved her.
(Mary, rather awkwardly, puts her arms around her father.)
MURIEL: We know you did, Arthur, Jr. We can't pretend we
all liked her very much, but we all feel terrible for you.
ARTIE: (Meaningly:) All but one, you mean.
NANCY: (Exploding in frustration:) Darn it, who is doing this?
BETSY: (Dryly:) Well, not Virginia, anyway.
ARTIE: (Snapping:) Of course it wasn't Virginia!
MARY: But...nothing.
AMY: I've got a more interesting question. Who's next?
BETSY: Me.

MURIEL: (To Amy:) What a
terrible thing to ask!

NANCY: (To Betsy:) What?
Why?

AMY: (To Muriel:) Well, but
seriously...

BETSY: Isn't it obvious?
NANCY: Not to me.
BETSY: What do the four dead people have in common?
MARK: Honey, what are you saying?
BETSY: They're not really members of the family!
MURIEL: But my sister—

NANCY: But my husband—
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BETSY: Not really. The maid. The annoying old-maid hangeron. And two in-laws!
ARTIE: So?
BETSY: So obviously somebody is killing off everyone outside
the family!
MURIEL: But that's not fair! We all thought of them as...
BETSY: And that makes me next. (Pregnant pause.) And it
makes one of you the killer!
ARTIE: You have no proof of that at all!
AMY: Wait a minute! All of us have been coming here for
years, and nobody ever got murdered before. What's different
this time?
BETSY: Now hold on!
AMY: (To Betsy:) What's different is you! You're the only one
who's new!
MARK: Hey, back off, sis!
AMY: Isn't it strange how as soon as you show up, people
start dropping like flies?
BETSY: Sure. That's exactly what you would say.
ARTIE: Come to think of it, what do we really know about
you, Miss Macy?
AMY: If that's even your name...
MARK: That's not fair!
ARTIE: How long has Mark even known you? A few weeks?
MARK: Hey, it's longer than that!
AMY: Anybody who reads the papers or watches the news
knows there's money in this family. (To Mark:) Hey, bro, how
did you meet her, huh?
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MARK: I—
AMY: I bet she picked you up in a bar or something, didn't
she?
BETSY: But I had no idea who his family was!
AMY: So you say.
MURIEL: Both of you, stop it at once!
BETSY: And if I did, I'd have run away as fast as I could go!
AMY: And we thought Virginia was a gold-digger!
BETSY: If I was after money, why would I kill the maid? Or
any of them?
AMY: Well, if it comes to that, why would one of us?
BETSY: Oh, that's easy. How about for publicity?
ARTIE: Why would we want that?
BETSY: She keeps telling us she's not a supermodel—she's just
a model.
MARK: Babe, maybe we should just...
BETSY: (To Amy:) But I'll bet you'd like to be a supermodel,
wouldn't you?
AMY: I don't believe this!
BETSY: What's that saying? "There's no such thing as bad
publicity!"
AMY: I don't have to listen to this.
BETSY: "Model in tragic mass murder. Supermodel's family
killed in posh ski lodge."
AMY: I'm going to my room. Before I do become a murderer.
(She storms off towards the bedrooms.)
MARK: Come on, Betsy. Let's take a walk. The air will do you
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good.
BETSY: (Snapping:) Fine!
(They exit towards the front entrance. Arthur puts his hand on
Artie's shoulder.)
ARTHUR: I'm sorry, son. As sorry as can be.
This family seems stalked by tragedy.
ARTIE: I'd like to be alone.
(He exits towards the bedrooms.)
MURIEL: I'll go make some tea. (Sniffing:) Tea. It seems so
inadequate. But what else can one do?
(She exits towards the kitchen. Arthur follows. Neither seems to
even notice Mary and Anthony.)
ANTHONY: What does he mean, about tragedy stalking the
family? Besides this, I mean?
MARY: He's probably talking about Uncle Phillip.
ANTHONY: Oh, right. The one nobody talks about. Dad told
us about that, that time when he was lecturing us not to swim
too far from shore.
MARY: Swept out to sea by a rip current or an undertow or
something. I guess he washed up a few days later and a long
ways away. And then there's Aunt Tessie, of course.
ANTHONY: That's the one who disappeared in France?
MARY: Yeah. Nobody likes to talk about her, either, but Uncle
Mark's mentioned her a few times. Apparently she just
vanished one day. The police kept looking for years, but
nobody ever found her. Everyone figures she's dead, like
Uncle Phillip.
ANTHONY: And now like Aunt Virginia and Uncle Harry
and Collette and Great Aunt Gloria. I guess that is a fair
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amount of tragedy for one family.
MARY: Plus, one of them is a killer.
ANTHONY: That, too. But who?
MARY: Well, I hate to say it...
ANTHONY: (Heatedly:) So don't! It's not Uncle Mark!
MARY: But Anthony, look at the facts! We thought it was
Virginia, but now we know it wasn't. And don't forget, Uncle
Mark was missing again when the last phone call came.
ANTHONY: He wasn't missing, he was fixing the generator!
MARY: That's what he says. All we know is that he wasn't
here.
ANTHONY: But you said yourself it couldn't be him! He
answered the phone himself the last time!
MARY: Yeah, but, look: how do we know what the person
actually said?
ANTHONY: You think he faked that phone call? Not Uncle
Mark!
MARY: I don't know. Maybe. Nobody was listening in.
ANTHONY: Well, but... (A sudden realization:) Wait! He might
have pretended to talk on the phone, but he couldn't make it
ring! Lots of people heard that!
MARY: Well, I don't know—maybe it was someone else
calling, and he just...no, that doesn't work. The outside lines
are down. But wait! He was all alone in the living room when
the phone rang, right?
ANTHONY: So?
MARY: So why couldn't he have made the call himself, from
that same phone, then hung up, picked up the receiver and
talked into the dead phone?
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ANTHONY: I guess he could. But he didn't. Not Uncle Mark.
MARY: I know what you're saying, Anthony. I do. But if it's
not him, it's Aunt Amy. Or Aunt Nancy. Or our own father.
ANTHONY: Aunt Amy thinks it's Betsy.
MARY: But that really doesn't make much sense. Anyway, I
like her, too.
ANTHONY: (Nodding:) All the ones I didn't like are already
dead. I hate to think of someone I like doing something like
this.
MARY: Me too.
(Pause.)
ANTHONY: Mary?
MARY: Mmm?
ANTHONY: Do you think Dad really loved her?
MARY: I guess so. He must have.
(Pause.)
ANTHONY: Well, at least if Betsy's right, there's only one
more to go.
(The phone rings. Two rings, pause, two rings, pause, etc. They
stare at it. Finally, Mary picks it up, just as Arthur and Muriel
run on from the kitchen.)
MARY: Hello?
MURIEL: Here, let me have that!
(She tries to take the phone, but Mary holds onto it, listening as
all stare. Mark and Betsy enter from the outside entry.)
MARK: We heard the phone!
(Mary hangs up the phone. They all look at her.)
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MARY: "Five." That's all they said. "Five."
(Anthony is frantically counting heads to see who's missing. He
looks at Mary.)
MARY & ANTHONY: Dad!
(Blackout. Music may play to indicate the passage of time.)
(Lights up on the living room. It is evening. Mary and Anthony
are alone.)
ANTHONY: Mary, what are we going to do?
MARY: I guess we go back to Mom's. If anybody ever comes
to get us.
ANTHONY: No, I mean about the killer? We have to stop
him!
MARY: But how? It's getting faster and faster!
ANTHONY: I can't believe Dad's dead.
MARY: I know. And what a horrible way to die.
ANTHONY: Drowned in his own toilet bowl. Dad would
have hated that. He was always such a stinker for dignity.
MARY: I really thought it would be Betsy. Maybe she really is
the killer.
ANTHONY: Everybody suspects everybody. We can't even
look at each other.
MARY: I know. That was the most silent dinner I ever ate.
ANTHONY: Mary, what if it isn't one of us?
MARY: What? But how could it not be? There's nobody else
here.
ANTHONY: Are you sure?
MARY: We searched every room. There's nobody.
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ANTHONY: Not every room.
MARY: What? (A sudden realization:) Oh my goodness! You're
right! But how could there... You're right!
ANTHONY: It has to be. There's nowhere else.
MARY: So now we know how.
ANTHONY: But not who. Or why.
MARY: I think I have an idea about that. It was something
Uncle Mark said that got me thinking. If we can just...
AMY: (Off, shouting:) You killed my brother.
(Betsy enters from the kitchen.)
BETSY: I didn't kill anyone! Leave me alone!
(Amy pursues her, followed by Mark.)
AMY: All that business about being the next to die! I should
have known it was all a bluff.
MARK: Sis, stop it!
AMY: (Wheeling on him:) You had to bring her here! A perfect
stranger! A waitress, for Pete's sake!
BETSY: (To Amy:) What's that supposed to mean? I'm not
good enough for this family?
MARK: (To Betsy:) Honey, she didn't mean that.
AMY: (To Mark:) Don't tell her what I mean!
(Nancy enters from the kitchen.)
BETSY: (Getting in Amy's face:) I'm a student, thank you very
much! And what are you? A model? That takes a lot of brains!
NANCY: Stop it! Both of you, stop! How is this helping?
BETSY: Oh, what does it matter? We're all going to die
anyway! (Throwing herself into a chair or sofa:) I wish I never met
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this family!
(She starts to cry. Mark moves ineffectually to comfort her.
Arthur and Muriel enter from the kitchen, looking shellshocked.)
ARTHUR: Please, everyone! We have to maintain calm,
And stick together, weathering this storm!
(NOTE: Unless one has a very thick New England accent,
"calm" does not even remotely rhyme with "storm." However, it
is not necessary for Arthur to have a New England accent—he's
obviously overwrought. [On the other hand, if the actor happens
to be a Boston Brahmin, you can make a joke out of the rhyme.])
NANCY: (Losing it:) Calm? How can we be calm? We're
trapped here on this stupid mountain with five corpses on the
front porch! And one of us is a lunatic!
MURIEL: Arthur's right. We can't start tearing each other
apart.
NANCY: One of us already has!
MARY: Maybe not.
(The others suddenly realize Mary and Anthony are present.)
ARTHUR: What?
AMY: Oh, don't start this again!
MARY: It might not be one of us! Anthony and I have an idea!
MURIEL: Now, children, I know you're trying to help...
MARY: Who figured out the phone calls? Why do you treat us
like stupid kids?
AMY: Maybe because you are kids?
ANTHONY: But we're not stupid! Why can't you listen to us!
We think we know what's going on.
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(Betsy suddenly leaps up.)
BETSY: I'm not staying here a minute longer! I'm getting out
of here!
MARK: But honey, the snow...
MURIEL: You can't just—
BETSY: I don't care! I'd rather freeze to death out there than sit
here waiting to be slaughtered like a pig! (To Mark:) You can
come with me, or you can stay here to die. I really don't care.
(She storms off towards the front entrance. Mark follows at a
run.)
MARK: Wait! Betsy!
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